Operation Healthy Air Habitat Network

Map Assessment Rubric
This manual walks through how to ensure your maps
meet the data quality goals for Operation Healthy Air
and guides where to find the information you need to
complete the scoring rubric.
The scoring rubric for this project can be found here.
Below we will highlight each question on this form and
describe how we would like you to answer the questions
regarding the maps you review.
TRAINING VIDEO LINK
Questions to be answered
A. Name of Reviewer section, please enter your first and last name.
B. Date: please enter the date at which you
are reviewing the map.
C. Site Owner section, please enter the
username (aka “Owner”) of the mapper.
This can be found below the location
information in the overview
panel. In this example the
owner is “evancey”.

D. Map Link section, please
enter the specific URL
associated with this map. This
can be found on the
“overview” panel (on the left
hand side) by clicking once on
the “Direct Link” button. The
link starting with “http:// will
appear. Right-click and copy
the URL into the data form.

1. Site Boundary
Is the site big enough to include all habitats and
objects (i.e. trees) that are within 83 feet of the
sensor (the region the research project wants
mapped)?
You can view the “length” of the site
boundary lines of your maps by selecting
the site boundary and clicking on the
“lock from editing” box to unlock the site.
The distances should then appear. You
can use this as a way of estimating
whether the sensor is at least 83 feet from an edge.

For square sites typcially mapped around a sensor - the
sensor
should be
in
the
middle.

GOOD: Sensor located in centre
POOR: Sensor location not in
centre and
of
“right size” quadrat
would be less than 83 ft from site
boundary

If you are unfamiliar with where the sensor is situated, find the sensor location by
entering the sensor’s latitutde and longitude in the location search box (place a comma
between latitutde and longitude). A pop up box will appear in your map with the location
at the tip of the “arrow”.

2. Mapping Habitats
a.) Percent (%) Mapped
section, what percentage of
the site is mapped? Subtract
the percent “not yet mapped”
from 100 and round to the nearest value listed on the datasheet.
To access site info - go to
“overview tab”
For this example, it would be
96%. Maps need to be over
90% mapped to be “good
enough”

2b.) Polygon Match: Do the habitats line up (i.e. are aligned) against each other. If > 50 % of
the habitats are well aligned and there is little unmapped space in between, then they match
(answer “Yes”). If the habitats do not align or match-up across a large proportion of the mapped
area, please answer “No.” See example below. Basically, does the map look look well mapped?

YES

NO

2.c. Habitat Characteristics section, please enter whether the mapper
has entered the habitat characteristics for a majority of the habitats
mapped. To answer this, click on a habitat on the map you are
reviewing. You will see a summary of the habitat and its information in
the panel on the left. Hover over the “label” icon and the characteristics
will show. If they set characteristics, it will show here, if they didn’t, it
will show “not set.” You can also
view habitats easily by selecting
“ONLY Habitats” in the left hand
tool bar. All mapped habitats will
come up and you can go down th
elist by hovering over the area you
are checking. The number of
habitats we’d like you to check
depend on the complexity of the map. Check enough
habitats to feel like you can answer this question
accurately.

3.. Mapping Trees as objects:

3a. What proportion of trees been added to the site. We would like > 80% of trees to be mapped
and especially all the biggest trees.
You likely need to hide habitats and
toggle on and off (i.e. hide) the
“objects” to see the trees on the imagery and estimate how many of the trees have been
mapped.

3b. Tree canopies well aligned with edges of trees.
Estimate whether over half the tree canopies drawn match or not the actual tree canopy size as
best estimated by looking at the aerial image. In the example below - the drawn tree canopy is
much less than 50% of the actual canopy coverage.

Actual
(blue rings) edges of the tree
canopy

Drawn (green circles) edges of the
canopy (significantly
underestimating the edge of the
canopy

3c.Tree Characteristics section, please enter whether the mapper entered the object
characteristics for at least 5% of the trees mapped. Like habitats, click on an object in the map
and, in the panel on the left, hover over the “label” button to display the characteristics. Do this
for enough of the mapped objects to accurately answer this question. Add any characteristics
that you can help contribute.

Contact Mark Chandler at Earthwatch Institute - mchandler@earthwatch.org - 978 844 0884
with any questions

